American /rn rusementMachineAssociation
To:

A L L C O I N - O PI N D U S T R YM E M B E R S

From:

Glenn E. Braswell

Re:

Counterfeit Video Games

Dear Coin-Op Industry Member:
The current problem of counterfeit and pirate video games is threatening the
survival of the coin-operatedamusementindustry in America.
These pirates can only survive, however, when there is a market for their product;
the coin-op operator is that logical market.
Attached with this letter is an FBI press release describing recent raids and
arrests which were coordinated by, and at the request of, the AAMA and its members.
This is to demonstrate our true intent in eradicating the copying problem from our
industry.
It should also be noted that of those arrested, some were manufacturing, some
were distributing, and some were operating. Operating a counterfeit game is a criminal
violation of federal law, and we intend to proceed accordingly.
During the raids described in the FBI press release, many businessrecords were
recovered, which included customer names and businessassociates. That information
has been turned over to the grand jury. Many membersof the operating communitywill
soon be receiving visits from Federal Agents based on the identities obtained from
these businessrecords. Several distributors will also be visited.
Current investigations,similar to the one, announcedin Atlanta, are underway in
the mid-West and far-West. If you, or someoneyou know, are operating or dealing in
counterfeit video games,may we respectfully suggest.that you remove them from your
Otherwiser anY discovery
inventories or routes immediately an
be Pursuedto the utmost
criminal penalty, which could be as much as five years in jail, or a 5250,000fine, or
both.
To aid you in identifying counterfeit or copy boards, enclosed is a double-wide
flyer showing points of comparison.Due to the closed structure of the coin-op industry,
ignorance is no defense before the law.
If you have any questions regarding this matter or any information regarding the
counterfeiting, importation, distribution or operationsof video games,which infringe
U.S. copyrights,pleasecontact your local FBI office or the AAMA office.
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